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UCLA research shows promising method for correcting genetic code
to treat sickle cell disease

Stem cell gene therapy technique causes generation of healthy blood cells, could be used for other
genetic diseases
UCLA stem cell researchers have shown that a novel stem cell gene therapy method could one day provide
a one-time, lasting treatment for the most common inherited blood disorder in the United States – sickle cell
disease. Published today in the journal Blood, the study outlines a method that corrects the mutated gene
that causes sickle cell disease and shows, for the first time, the gene correction method leads to the
production of normal red blood cells. The study was directed by renowned stem cell researcher and UCLA
Eli and Edythe Broad Center of Regenerative Medicine and Stem Cell Research member, Dr. Donald Kohn.
People with sickle cell disease are born with a mutation in their beta-globin gene, which is responsible for
delivering oxygen to the body through blood circulation. The mutation causes blood stem cells – which are
made in the bone marrow – to produce distorted and rigid red blood cells that resemble a crescent or ‘sickle’
shape. Consequently, the abnormally shaped red blood cells do not move smoothly through blood vessels,
resulting in insufficient oxygen supply to vital organs. Anyone can be born with sickle cell disease, but it
occurs more frequently in African Americans and Hispanic Americans.
The stem cell gene therapy method described in the study seeks to directly correct the mutation in the betaglobin gene so bone marrow stem cells then produce normal, circular-shaped blood cells that do not sickle.
The fascinating gene correction technique used specially engineered enzymes, called zinc-finger nucleases,
to ‘cut’ out the mutated genetic code and replace it with a corrected version that repairs the beta-globin
mutation.
For the study, bone marrow stem cells donated by people with the sickle cell gene mutation were treated in
the laboratory with the zinc-finger nucleases enzyme cutting method. Dr. Kohn and his team then
demonstrated in mouse models that the corrected bone marrow stem cells have the capability to replicate
successfully. The research showed that the method holds the potential to permanently treat the disease if a
higher level of correction is achieved.
“This is a very exciting result,” said Dr. Kohn, professor of pediatrics in the UCLA David Geffen School of
Medicine, professor of microbiology, immunology and molecular genetics in Life Sciences at UCLA, member
of the UCLA Children’s Discovery and Innovation Institute at Mattel Children’s Hospital and senior author on
the study. “It suggests the future direction for treating genetic diseases will be by correcting the specific
mutation in a patient’s genetic code. Since sickle cell disease was the first human genetic disease where we
understood the fundamental gene defect, and since everyone with sickle cell has the exact same mutation in
the beta-globin gene, it is a great target for this gene correction method.”
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To make the cut in the genetic code, Dr. Kohn and his team used zinc-finger nucleases engineered by
Sangamo BioSciences, Inc., in Richmond Calif. The enzymes can be designed to recognize a specific and
targeted point in the genetic code. For the study, scientists at Sangamo BioSciences engineered the
enzymes to create a cut at the site of the mutated genetic code that causes sickle cell disease. This break
triggered a natural process of repair in the cell and at the same time, a molecule containing the correct
genetic code was inserted to replace the mutated code.
The next steps in this research will involve improving the efficiency of the mutation correction process and
performing pre-clinical studies to demonstrate that the method is effective and safe enough to move to
clinical trials.
Symptoms of sickle cell disease usually begin in early childhood and include a low number of red blood cells
(anemia), repeated infections and periodic episodes of pain. People with sickle cell disease typically have a
shortened lifespan of just 36-40 years of age. The disease impacts more than 250,000 new patients
worldwide each year. The only cure currently available for sickle cell disease is a transplant of bone marrow
stem cells from a matched sibling, but matches are very rare or can result in rejection of the transplanted
cells.
“This is a promising first step in showing that gene correction has the potential to help patients with sickle
cell disease,” said Megan Hoban, a senior graduate student in microbiology, immunology and molecular
genetics and first author on the study. "The study data provide the foundational evidence that the method is
viable.”
While this specific gene correction method is not currently ready for use in patients, Dr. Kohn has moved a
different genetic treatment for sickle cell disease into a recently initiated clinical trial. The current clinical trial,
funded by Proposition 71, the California Stem Cell Initiative, adds a normal beta-globin gene that prevents
sickling into a patient’s stem cells to alleviate sickle cell symptoms.
“Finding varied ways to conduct stem cell gene therapies is important because not every treatment will work
for every patient,” said Dr. Kohn, who has focused his research for nearly three decades on the basic
biology of blood stem cells in order to understand how to create a personalized medicine, in which patients’
own cells are isolated, genetically modified and re-transplanted into them. “This study shows that, instead of
adding a gene into a patient’s stem cells, we may be able to instead correct the mutation directly in the
gene. Both methods could end up being viable approaches to providing one-time, lasting treatments for
sickle cell disease and could also be applied to the treatment of a large number of other genetic diseases.”
The research was supported by grants from the National Institutes of Health, the Doris Duke Charitable
Foundation, and the California Institute for Regenerative Medicine as well as support from the UCLA Broad
Stem Cell Research Center.
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About Eli and Edythe Broad Center of Regenerative Medicine and Stem Cell Research
The stem cell center was launched in 2005 with a UCLA commitment of $20 million over five years. A $20
million gift from the Eli and Edythe Broad Foundation in 2007 resulted in the renaming of the center. With
more than 200 members, the Eli and Edythe Broad Center of Regenerative Medicine and Stem Cell
Research is committed to a multi-disciplinary, integrated collaboration of scientific, academic and medical
disciplines for the purpose of understanding adult and human embryonic stem cells. The center supports
innovation, excellence and the highest ethical standards focused on stem cell research with the intent of
facilitating basic scientific inquiry directed towards future clinical applications to treat disease. The center is a
collaboration of the David Geffen School of Medicine, UCLA's Jonsson Comprehensive Cancer Center, the
Henry Samueli School of Engineering and Applied Science and the UCLA College of Letters and Science.
To learn more about the center, visit our website at http://www.stemcell.ucla.edu
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